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More than you expected, for less than you thought!



Tools and Materials needed for Assembly:

- Drill

- T-25 Star bit

- Wood glue

- Staples and staplegun (to attach back panel)



Directions
For
Assembly

1. Unbox end unit first

The unit pieces are marked - top,
bottom

2. Align top grooves and biscuits. Apply
glue if desired.

3. Insert biscuits into slides of marked TOP,
line up sides, push and screw together.

4. Repeat with BOTTOM, make sure to
keep finished sides places correctly.

5. Line up back panel carefully in order to
square cabinet unit. Apply the back. We
recommend using glue and a staple gun.

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 5
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6. Repeat steps 1-5 with each unit.

Install wall cleat if using. Place units in assigned spots, being
sure to level and square units as you go.

7. When all units are properly placed, screw units together. If using a
wall cleat, you will attach the wall cleat at this time.

8. Install any additional trim (such as crown mold), and finish panels.
Please note that finish panels are 5/8" wider to allow for installation
with existing baseboard.

9. Install self-adhesive black pads (included) on the back edge of each
shelf or URR, placing them towards the outer edges. This aids with a
snug fit and prevents vibration noise.

10. Insert clips flat side up for the URR's. Measure from the bottom of
unit (or top of lower component). Component height plus 1/4"

STEP 7 STEP 10



* The back of a URR inserted 'upside
down' (as for a sweater pullout or FRO)
must be blocked - see picture.

The blocks, screws, and additional
keeper clips are included.

11. All URR's (any universal rollout
receptor) must have keeper clips. A keeper
clip is a standard clip inserted upside down
with a clear rubber bumper pad installed on
the flat side of the clip. The must be
installed at the back rail of the top of the
URR.

12. Install drawers, rollouts, etc, into the
URR's per the layout.

*All components are fully adjustable by the
homeowner with no tools required.

Photo of a keeper clip
installed
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Completed Corner Unit



As with all of our
products, quality is our
first concern. If you have
any questions or
conerns regarding the
product itself or the
installation process,
please don't hesitate to
reach out to us.

All components are manufactured by
All the Right Spaces in Farmer City,
Illinois.

All Right Reserved.

Limited lifetime warranty on all
products.
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